Loyalists
The losers in the American
Revolution included not only the British
but also American Loyalists. There is no
way to be sure how many Americans
remained loyal to England during the
Revolution, but it is clear that there
were many—at least a fifth (and some
estimate as much as a third) of the white
population. Their motivations were
varied. Some were officeholders in the
imperial government, who stood to lose
their positions as a result of the
Revolution. Others were merchants
engaged in trade closely tied to the
imperial system. (Most merchants,
however, supported the Revolution.) Still
others were people who lived in relative
isolation and who thus had not been
exposed to the wave of discontent that
had turned so many Americans against
Britain; they had simply retained their
traditional loyalties. There were cultural
and ethnic minorities who feared that an
independent America would not offer
them sufficient protection. There were
settled, cautious people who feared social
instability. And there were those who,
expecting the British to win the war, were
simply currying favor with the
anticipated victors.
What happened to these men and
women during the war is a turbulent and
at times tragic story. Hounded by Patriots
in their communities, harassed by
legislative and judicial actions, the
position of many Loyalists became

intolerable.
Up to 100,000 fled the
country. Those who could afford to—for
example, the hated Tory governor of Massachusetts, Thomas Hutchinson—moved
to England, where many lived in difficult
and lonely exile. Others of more modest
means moved to Canada, establishing the
first English-speaking community in the
province of Quebec. Some returned to
America after the war and, as the earlier
passions and resentments faded, managed
to re-enter the life of the nation. Others
remained abroad for the rest of their lives.
Most Loyalists were people of
average means, but a substantial minority
consisted of men and women of wealth.
They left behind large estates and
vacated important positions of social and
economic leadership. Even some who
remained in the country saw their
property confiscated and their positions
forfeited.
The
result
was
new
opportunities for Patriots to acquire land
and influence, a situation that produced
significant social changes in many
communities.
It would be an exaggeration,
however, to claim that the departure of the
Loyalists was responsible for anything
approaching a social revolution or that the
Revolution created a general assault on
the wealthy and powerful in America.
When the war ended, those who had
been wealthy at its beginning were, for
the most part, still wealthy. Most of those
who had wielded social and political
influence continued to wield it. Indeed,
the distribution of wealth and power
changed more rapidly after the war than it
had changed during it.

